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Abstract. Land-surface processes include a broad class of
models that operate at a landscape scale. Current modelling
approaches tend to be specialised towards one type of pro-
cess, yet it is the interaction of processes that is increasing
seen as important to obtain a more integrated approach to
land management. This paper presents a technique and a
tool that may be applied generically to landscape processes.
The technique tracks moving interfaces across landscapes
for processes such as water flow, biochemical diffusion, and
plant dispersal. Its theoretical development applies a La-
grangian approach to motion over a Eulerian grid space by
tracking quantities across a landscape as an evolving front.
An algorithm for this technique, called level set method, is
implemented in a geographical information system (GIS). It
fits with a field data model in GIS and is implemented as
operators in map algebra. The paper describes an implemen-
tation of the level set methods in a map algebra program-
ming language, called MapScript, and gives example pro-
gram scripts for applications in ecology and hydrology.
1 Introduction
Over the past decade there has been an explosion in the ap-
plication of models to solve environmental issues. Many of
these models are specific to one physical process and of-
ten require expert knowledge to use. Increasingly generic
modeling frameworks are being sought to provide analyti-
cal tools to examine and resolve complex environmental and
natural resource problems. These systems consider a vari-
ety of land condition characteristics, interactions and driv-
ing physical processes. Variables accounted for include cli-
mate, topography, soils, geology, land cover, vegetation and
hydro-geography (Moore et al., 1993). Physical interactions
include processes for climatology, hydrology, topographic
landsurface/sub-surface fluxes and biological/ecological sys-
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tems (Sklar and Costanza, 1991). Progress has been made in
linking model-specific systems with tools used by environ-
mental managers, for instance geographical information sys-
tems (GIS). While this approach, commonly referred to as
loose coupling, provides a practical solution it still does not
improve the scientific foundation of these models nor their
integration with other models and related systems, such as
decision support systems (Argent, 2003). The alternative ap-
proach is for tightly coupled systems which build functional-
ity into a system or interface to domain libraries from which
a user may build custom solutions using a macro language
or program scripts. The approach supports integrated models
through interface specifications which articulate the funda-
mental assumptions and simplifications within these models.
The problem is that there are no environmental modelling
systems which are widely used by engineers and scientists
that offer this level of interoperability, and the more com-
monly used GIS systems do not currently support space and
time representations and operations suitable for modelling
environmental processes (Burrough, 1998) (Sui and Magio,
1999).
Providing a generic environmental modeling framework
for practical environmental issues is challenging. It does not
exist now despite an overwhelming demand because there
are deep technical challenges to build integrated modeling
frameworks in a scientifically rigorous manner. It is this chal-
lenge this research addresses.
1.1 Background for Approach
The paper describes a generic environmental modeling lan-
guage integrated with a Geographical Information System
(GIS) which supports spatial-temporal operators to model
physical interactions occurring in two ways. The trivial
case where interactions are isolated to a location, and the
more common and complex case where interactions propa-
gate spatially across landscape surfaces. The programming
language has a strong theoretical and algorithmic basis. The-
oretically, it assumes a Eulerian representation of state space,
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Fig. 1. Shows a) a propagating interface parameterised by differ-
ential equations, b) interface fronts have variable intensity and may
expand or contract based on field gradients and driving process.
but propagates quantities across landscapes using Lagrangian
equations of motion. In physics, a Lagrangian view focuses
on how a quantity (water volume or particle) moves through
space, whereas an Eulerian view focuses on a local fixed area
of space and accounts for quantities moving through it. The
benefit of this approach is that an Eulerian perspective is em-
inently suited to representing the variation of environmen-
tal phenomena across space, but it is difficult to conceptu-
alise solutions for the equations of motion and has compu-
tational drawbacks (Press et al., 1992). On the other hand,
the Lagrangian view is often not favoured because it requires
a global solution that makes it difficult to account for local
variations, but has the advantage of solving equations of mo-
tion in an intuitive and numerically direct way. The research
will address this dilemma by adopting a novel approach from
the image processing discipline that uses a Lagrangian ap-
proach over an Eulerian grid. The approach, called level
set methods, provides an efficient algorithm for modeling a
natural advancing front in a host of settings (Sethian, 1999).
The reason the method works well over other approaches is
that the advancing front is described by equations of motion
(Lagrangian view), but computationally the front propagates
over a vector field (Eulerian view). Hence, we have a very
generic way to describe the motion of quantities, but can ex-
plicitly solve their advancing properties locally as propagat-
ing zones. The research work will adapt this technique for
modeling the motion of environmental variables across time
and space. Specifically, it will add new data models and op-
erators to a geographical information system (GIS) for envi-
ronmental modeling. This is considered to be a significant
research imperative in spatial information science and tech-
nology (Goodchild, 2001).
The main focus of this paper is to evaluate if the level set
method (Sethian, 1999) can:
– provide a theoretically and empirically supportable
methodology for modeling a range of integral landscape
processes,
– provide an algorithmic solution that is not sensitive to
process timing, is computationally stable and efficient
as compared to conventional explicit solutions to diffu-
sive processes models,
– be developed as part of a generic modelling language
in GIS to express integrated models for natural resource
and environmental problems?
The outline for the paper is as follow. The next section
will describe the theory for spatial-temporal processing us-
ing level sets. Section 3 describes how this is implemented
in a map algebra programming language. Two application
examples are given – an ecological and a hydrological ex-
ample – to demonstrate the use of operators for computing
reactive-diffusive interactions in landscapes. Section 4 sum-
marises the contribution of this research.
2 Theory
2.1 Introduction
Level set methods (Sethian, 1999) have been applied in a
large collection of applications including, physics, chemistry,
fluid dynamics, combustion, material science, fabrication of
microelectronics, and computer vision. Level set methods
compute an advancing interface using an Eulerian grid and
the Lagrangian equations of motion. They are similar to cost
distance modeling used in GIS (Burroughs and McDonnell,
1998) in that they compute the spread of a variable across
space, but the motion is based upon partial differential equa-
tions related to the physical process. The advancement of the
interface is computed through time along a spatial gradient,
and it may expand or contract in its extent. See Fig. 1.
2.2 Theory
The advantage of the level set method is that it models mo-
tion along a state-space gradient. Level set methods start with
the equation of motion, i.e. an advancing front with velocity
F is characterised by an arrival surface T (x, y). Note that F
is a velocity field in a spatial sense. If F was constant this
would result in an expanding series of circular fronts, but for
different values in a velocity field the front will have a more
contorted appearance as shown in Fig. 1b. The motion of this
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interface is always normal to the interface boundary, and its
progress is regulated by several factors:
F = f (L,G, I) (1)
where L=local properties that determine the shape of advanc-
ing front, G=global properties related to governing forces for
its motion, I=independent properties that regulate and influ-
ence the motion. If the advancing front is modeled strictly in
terms of the movement of entity particles, then a straightfor-
ward velocity equation describes its motion:
|∇T |F = 1 given T0 = 0 (2)
where the arrival function T (x, y)is a travel cost surface, and
T0is the initial position of the interface. Instead we use level
sets to describe the interface as a complex function. The level
set function φ is an evolving front consistent with the under-
lying viscosity solution defined by partial differential equa-
tions. This is expressed by the equation:
φt + F |∇φ| = 0 given φ (x, y, t = 0) (3)
where φt is a complex interface function over time period
0..n, i.e. φ(x, y, t)=t0..tn, ∇φ is the spatial and temporal
derivatives for viscosity equations. The Eulerian view over
a spatial domain imposes a discretisation of space, i.e. the
raster grid, which records changes in value z. Hence, the
level set function becomes φ(x, y, z, t) to describe an evolv-
ing surface over time. Further details are given in Sethian
(1999) along with efficient algorithms. The next section de-
scribes the integration of the level set methods with GIS.
3 Map algebra modelling
3.1 Map algebra
Spatial models are written in a map algebra programming
language. Map algebra is a function-oriented language that
operates on four implicit spatial data types: point, neighbour-
hood, zonal and whole landscape surfaces. Surfaces are typ-
ically represented as a discrete raster where a point is a cell,
a neighbourhood is a kernel centred on a cell, and zones are
groups of cells. Common examples of raster data include ter-
rain models, categorical land cover maps, and scalar temper-
ature surfaces. Map algebra is used to program many types
of landscape models ranging from land suitability models to
mineral exploration in the geosciences (Burrough and Mc-
Donnell, 1998; Bonham-Carter, 1994).
The syntax for map algebra follows a mathematical style
with statements expressed as equations. These equations
use operators to manipulate spatial data types for point and
neighbourhoods. Expressions that manipulate a raster sur-
face may use a global operation or alternatively iterate over
the cells in a raster. For instance the GRID map algebra
(Gao et al., 1993) defines an iteration construct, called do-
cell, to apply equations on a cell-by-cell basis. This is triv-
ially performed on columns and rows in a clockwork manner.
However, for environmental phenomena there are situations
Fig. 2. Spatial processing orders for raster.
where the order of computations has a special significance.
For instance, processes that involve spreading or transport
acting along environmental gradients within the landscape.
Therefore special control needs to be exercised on the order
of execution. Burrough (1998) describes two extra control
mechanisms for diffusion and directed topology. Figure 2
shows the three principle types of processing orders, and they
are:
– row scan order governed by the clockwork lattice struc-
ture,
– spread order governed by the spreading or scattering of
a material from a more concentrated region,
– flow order governed by advection which is the transport
of a material due to velocity.
Our implementation of map algebra, called MapScript
(Pullar, 2001), includes a special iteration construct that sup-
ports these processing orders. MapScript is a lightweight lan-
guage for processing raster-based GIS data using map alge-
bra. The language parser and engine are built as a software
component to interoperate with the IDRISI GIS (Eastman,
1997). MapScript is built in C++ with a class hierarchy based
upon a value type. Variants for value types include numeri-
cal, boolean, template, cells, or a grid. MapScript supports
combinations of these data types within equations with basic
arithmetic and relational comparison operators. Algebra op-
erations on templates typically result in an aggregate value
assigned to a cell (Pullar, 2001); this is similar to the con-
volution integral in image algebras (Ritter et al., 1990). The
language supports iteration to execute a block of statements
in three ways: a) docell construct to process raster in a row
scan order, b) dospread construct to process raster in a spread
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while (time < 100)
dospread
pop = pop + (diffuse(kernel*pop))
pop = pop +(r * pop * dt * (1 - (pop/K))
enddo
end
where the diffusive constant is stored in the kernel:
Fig. 3. Map algebra script and convolution kernel for population
dispersion. The variable pop is a raster, r, K and D are constants,
dt is the model time step, and the kernel is a 3×3 template. It is
assumed a time step is defined and the script is run in a simulation.
The first line contained in the nested cell processing construct (i.e.
dospread) is the diffusive term and the second line is the population
growth term.
order, c) doflow to process raster by flow order. Examples
are given in subsequent sections. Process models will also
involve a timing loop which may be handled as a general
while(<condition>)..end construct in MapScript where the
condition expression includes a system time variable. This
time variable is used in a specific fashion along with a system
time step by certain operators, namely diffuse() and fluxflow()
described in the next section, to model diffusion and advec-
tion as a time evolving front. The evolving front represents
quantities such as vegetation growth or surface runoff.
3.2 Ecological example
This section presents an ecological example based upon plant
dispersal in a landscape. The population of a species follows
a controlled growth rate and at the same time spreads across
landscapes. The theory of the rate of spread of an organism
is given in Tilman and Kareiva (1997). The area occupied by
a species grows log-linear with time. This may be modelled
by coupling a spatial diffusion term with an exponential pop-
ulation growth term; the combination produces the familiar
reaction-diffusion model.
A simple growth population model is used where the reac-
tion term considers one population controlled by births and
mortalities is:
dN
dt
= r ·N
(
1− N
K
)
(4)
where N is the size of the population, r is the rate of change of
population given in terms of the difference between birth and
mortality rates, and K is the carrying capacity. Further dis-
cussion of population models can be found in Jrgensen and
Bendoricchio (2001). The diffusive term spreads a quantity
through space at a specified rate:
du
dt
= Dd
2u
dx2
(5)
where u is the quantity which in our case is population size,
and D is the diffusive coefficient.
The model is operated as a coupled computation. Over a
discretized space, or raster, the diffusive term is estimated
using a numerical scheme (Press et al., 1992). The distance
over which diffusion takes place in time step dt is minimally
constrained by the raster resolution. For a stable computa-
tional process the following condition must be satisfied:
2D
dt
dx2
≤ 1 (6)
This basically states that to account for the diffusive pro-
cess, the term 2D·dx is less than the velocity of the advancing
front. This would not be difficult to compute if D is constant,
but is problematic if D is variable with respect to landscape
conditions.
This problem may be overcome by progressing along a
diffusive front over the discrete raster based upon distance
rather than being constrained by the cell resolution. The pro-
cessing and diffusive operator is implemented in a map al-
gebra programming language. The code fragment in Fig. 3
shows a map algebra script for a single time step for the cou-
pled reactive-diffusion model for population growth.
The operator of interest in the script shown in Fig. 3 is the
diffuse operator. It is assumed that the script is run with a
given time step. The operator uses a system time step which
is computed to balance the effect of process errors with effi-
cient computation. With knowledge of the time step the it-
erative construct applies an appropriate distance propagation
such that the condition in Eq. (3) is not violated. The level
set algorithm (Sethian, 1999) is used to do this in a stable
and accurate way. As a diffusive front propagates through
the raster, a cost distance kernel assigns the proper time to
each raster cell. The time assigned to the cell corresponds to
the minimal cost it takes to reach that cell. Hence cell pro-
cessing is controlled by propagating the kernel outward at
a speed adaptive to the local context rather than meeting an
arbitrary global constraint.
3.3 Hydrological example
This section presents a hydrological example based upon sur-
face dispersal of excess rainfall across the terrain. The move-
ment of water is described by the continuity equation:
∂h
∂t
= et − ∇ · qt (7)
where h is the water depth (m), et is the rainfall excess (m/s),
q is the discharge (m/hr) at time t. Discharge is assumed to
have steady uniform flow conditions, and is determined by
Manning’s equation:
qt = vtht = 1
n
h
5/3
t s
1/2 (8)
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Fig. 4. Computation of current cell (x+1x,t,t+1).
where qt is the flow velocity (m/s), ht is water depth, and s
is the surface slope (m/m). An explicit method of calcula-
tion is used to compute velocity and depth over raster cells,
and equations are solved at each time step. A conservative
form of a finite difference method solves for qt in Eq. (5).
To simplify discussions we describe quasi-one-dimensional
equations for the flow problem. The actual numerical com-
putations are normally performed on an Eulerian grid (Julien
et al., 1995).
Finite-element approximations are made to solve the
above partial differential equations for the one-dimensional
case of flow along a strip of unit width. This leads to a cou-
pled model with one term to maintain the continuity of flow
and another term to compute the flow. In addition, all calcu-
lations must progress from an uphill cell to the down slope
cell. This is implemented in map algebra by a iteration con-
struct, called doflow, which processes a raster by flow order.
Flow distance is measured in cell size 1x per unit length.
One strip is processed during a time interval 1t (Fig. 4). The
conservative solution for the continuity term using a first or-
der approximation for Eq. (5) is derived as:
hx+3x,t+3t = hx+3x,t − qx+3x,t − qx,t
3x
3t (9)
where the inflow qx,t and outflow qx+x,t are calculated in the
second term using Equation 6 as:
qx,t = vx,t · ht (10)
The calculations approximate discharge from previous
time interval. Discharge is dynamically determined within
the continuity equation by water depth. The rate of change
in state variables for Equation 6 needs to satisfy a stability
condition where v·1t/1x≤1 to maintain numerical stabil-
ity. The physical interpretation of this is that a finite volume
of water would flow across and out of a cell within the time
step 1t . Typically the cell resolution is fixed for the raster,
and adjusting the time step requires restarting the simulation
while (time < 120)
doflow(dem)
fvel = 1/n * pow(depth,m) * sqrt(grade)
depth = depth + (depth * fluxflow(fvel))
enddo
end
Fig. 5. Map algebra script for excess rainfall flow computed over a
120 minute event. The variables depth and grade are rasters, fvel is
the flow velocity, n and m are constants in Manning’s equation. It is
assumed a time step is defined and the script is run in a simulation.
The first line in the nested cell processing (i.e. doflow) computes
the flow velocity and the second line computes the change in depth
from the previous value plus any net change (inflow – outflow) due
to velocity flux across the cell.
cycle. Flow velocities change dramatically over the course
of a storm event, and it is problematic to set an appropriate
time step which is efficient and yields a stable result.
The hydrological model has been implemented in a map
algebra programming language Pullar (2003). To overcome
the problem mentioned above we have added high level oper-
ators to compute the flow as an advancing front over a land-
scape. The time step advances this front adaptively across
the landscape based upon the flow velocity. The level set
algorithm (Sethian, 1999) is used to do this in a stable and
accurate way. The map algebra script is given in Fig. 5. The
important operator is the fluxflow operator. It computes the
advancing front for water flow across a DEM by hydrologi-
cal principles, and computes the local drainage flux rate for
each cell. The flux rate is used to compute the net change in
a cell in terms of flow depth over an adaptive time step.
4 Conclusions
The paper has described an approach to extend the function-
ality of tightly coupled environmental models in GIS (Ar-
gent, 2004). A long standing criticism of GIS has been its in-
ability to handle dynamic spatial models. Other researchers
have also addressed this issue (Burrough, 1998). The con-
tribution of this paper is to describe how level set methods
are: i) an appropriate scientific basis, and ii) able to perform
stable time-space computations for modelling landscape pro-
cesses. The level set method provides the following benefits:
– it more directly models motion of spatial phenomena
and may handle both expanding and contracting inter-
faces,
– is based upon differential equations related to the spatial
dynamics of physical processes.
Despite the potential for using level set methods in GIS and
land-surface process modeling, there are no commercial or
research systems that use this approach. Commercial sys-
tems such as GRID (Gao et al., 1993), and research systems
such as PCRaster (Wesseling et al., 1996) offer flexible and
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powerful map algebra programming languages. But opera-
tions that involve reaction-diffusive processing are specific
to one context, such as groundwater flow. We believe the
level set method offers a more generic approach that allows
a user to program flow and diffusive landscape processes for
a variety of application contexts. We have shown that it pro-
vides an appropriate theoretical underpinning and may be ef-
ficiently implemented in a GIS. We have demonstrated its
application for two landscape processes – albeit relatively
simple examples – but these may be extended to deal with
more complex and dynamic circumstances.
The validation for improved environmental modeling
tools ultimately rests in their uptake and usage by scientists
and engineers. The tool may be accessed from the web site
http://www.geosp.uq.edu.au/projects/mapscript/ (version
with enhancements available April 2005) for use with
IDRSIS GIS (Eastman, 1997) and in the future with ArcGIS.
It is hoped that a larger community of users will make use
of the methodology and implementation for a variety of
environmental modeling applications.
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